Phylogenetic analysis of porcine endogenous retrovirus variation in three Chinese pigs.
PCR amplification was performed on genomic DNA extracted from peripheral blood lymphocytes of three species of Chinese pigs (Banna minipig inbreed [BMI], Wu-Zhi-Shan pig [WZSP], and Nei jiang pig [NJP]), using primers corresponding to the highly conserved regions of polymerase (pol) gene. Extracted PCR products were then cloned in a pGEM-T vector. Phylogenetic analysis of the nucleotide sequences of BMI-PERV, NJJP-PERV, and WZSP-PERV revealed them to be a novel category of PERV. In comparison to other type C retrovirus and lentivirus, their amino acid sequenced show about 30% to 57.7% identities. Our previous research demonstrated that PERV in the three pigs was highly expressed. It appears likely that functional loci encoding these novel PERV sequences exist, but this remains to be established. The novel sequences described in this report will allow such investigations to be actively pursued.